Traffic Standard Construction Drawings and Plan Insert Sheets
Revision Log
October 16, 2015 Revision
The following changes were made to the Traffic Standard Construction Drawings and Plan Insert Sheets:
Drawing
Number

Title

Revision
Type *

Revision Description

*Change - adding new information or revising existing information, more than an editorial change; New adding a new drawing; Deletion - deleting a drawing; Editorial - revising text to provide clarification,
updating references, correcting a typing or drawing mistake, simple editorial changes such as rephrasing
a statement or making a format change.
Standard Construction Drawings
SCD Index

MT-95.50

MT-102.30

MT-104.10

Supplemental Advanced Signs
Used With Lane Closures

Lane Shift Signing Incorporating
Speed Limit and Penalties
Signing (NEW TITLE)

Work Zone Speed Zones
(WZSZs) on High-Speed (≥ 55
MPH) Multi-lane Highways
(NEW TITLE)

Editorial

Updated per this revision.

Change

• Updated speed limit signage shown to
be consistent with other WZSZ
publications. Removed all notes
regarding speed limit and increased
penalties signs except for one (now
renumbered as 2F.) that says they will
be provided if called for in the plans. If
called for, then they will need to
include all other applicable
notes/drawings, which already include
the notes deleted here. One note
regarding the increased penalties sign
was moved to the related plan note.
Renumbered remaining notes.

Change

• Updated speed limit signage shown to
be consistent with other WZSZ
publications. Revised title to reflect
proper intent of the SCD. Removed
all notes regarding speed limit and
increased penalties signs except for
one (now renumbered as 2F.) that
says they will be provided if called for
in the plans. If called for, then they will
need to include all other applicable
notes/drawings, which already include
the notes deleted here. One note
regarding the increased penalties sign
was moved to the related plan note.

Change

• Revised drawing title and added two
sheets; sheet 1 is “WZSZ Using Digital
Speed Limit (DSL) Sign Assemblies”,
sheet 2 is “WZSZ Using Temporary
Flatsheet Speed Limit Signs” and
sheet 3 is new and revised Notes.
Added language to require the
contractor to fill out the tracking form,
TEM Form 1296-18, to document
when and where a speed limit
reduction is in place.
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